THE ECOLOGY PARTY
is the study of the balance between animals, plants and their
‘Ecology‘
'
on onments. Simple though this sounds it is the most basic political reality of
ignoring ecology man is endangering his survival.
all.
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Byoverfishing the seas and squandering irreplaceable oil reserves polluting
the atmosphere and eroding the soil we are running up against the limits of
- the planet’ s tolerance.

|-' Elise are the central issues not the outdated arguments of Right and Left.

I _'We are -the only party to recognise that economic growth is at the root of all
thgs'he problems and that yet more growth cannot solve them. We offer the only
1i Fie‘a‘lllAlternative.
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Richard Carder is 56 years old.

He has lived and worked in Bath

for 6 years as a music teacher.

He is a member of the Friends of
the Earth and has a Certificate
of Social Service for his work
with handicapped children at the

Sheiling School,Thornbury.
Popularly known as the Green Giant
he is a prominent loeal landmark,
especially when on his large,non-

polluting bicycle.
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Oil and gas are running out. yet world energy demands are increasing

dramatically, forcing prices higher and higher. We are now slaves to our
energy needs.

.

Alternative sources of energy must be developed 'g-solar, wind and tidal. but
nuclear power is not the answer - it is enormously expensive and will condemn

the next hundred generations to cope with lethal waste‘ materials.

We must divert investment away from the private car and its road system into

redevel0ping all forms of public transport, especially the rail and canal
networks.

But first priority must be given to drastic reductions in energy dependance to

conserve supplies for future generations.
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We now import over half our food, and must protect
ourselves from future world shortages. Yet since
1972 one million acres of fertile land have been
covered in roads and urban development.

We must - encourage small and more labour
intensive farms, producing more per acre. We must
and
fertilizers
chemical
on
dependance
reduce
pesticides, and imported foodstuffs.
We must - protect the fertility of the soil for future

in.

generations.
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F_ THE COMMUNITY

he break up
For years our seci'et-y-has- encouraged t —W

of families and communities as people haye meyed
away from their rests te find jobs. The result is
social instability shown by increasing yielenee,
yandalism and crime. Mere peliee
workers are not the long term answer.
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We believe in decentralisation of power and industry
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so that people have more say in the running of their
own affairs and are more involved in their work.
The principal of local responsibility will produce a
more stable society for us all.
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Economic growth means more machines and fewe I'
jobs. Growth means unemployment.
We believe that wherever possible large businesses
must be divided into smaller units to meet local
needs. Jobs must make greater use of skills and
craftsmanship, leading to greater job satisfaction.
stable economy means stable employment.
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Pellutien is the price that has to be paid for our

affluent economy. We are exchanging the greater

| wealth of our natural surroundings fer the instant
satisfaction of material pleasures.

We must - stop pollution at source by legislation and
taxation.

We must - encourage recycling and limit packaging
and non-returnable containers.
We must - plant more trees.

There is only one Britain, it is our precious home. It
deserves

all

our

care

to

preserve

it

from

degradation and destruction and by doing so to
secure our future.
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